1. ALL BULKHEADS ARE 6" UNO.

2. CEILING WORK WITH DEMOLITION INCLUDING, BUT TO: RADIANT MECHANICAL WORK.

3. SEE ELECTRICAL LIGHT FIXTURE TYPES.

4. SPRINKLER HEADS WITHIN PANELS.

5. CENTER PANEL LAYOUT EACH RECTANGULAR REMOVAL/DEMOLITION EXISTING TO STRUCTURAL ENGINEER RESULT WITH THE NOTIFY ARCHITECT.

6. WALLACE SPRINKLER HEADS WITHIN PANELS.

7. CENTER PANEL LAYOUT EACH RECTANGULAR REMOVAL/DEMOLITION EXISTING TO STRUCTURAL ENGINEER RESULT WITH THE NOTIFY ARCHITECT.

8. LOCATE CEILING DEVICES IN OF UNO.

9. COORDINATE ABOVE CEILING FIXTURES, BOOM SUPPORT STRUCTURE, CEILING, MAINTAIN THE FINISHED ARCHITECT.

10. DIMENSIONS REFER ALL LIGHTING, DEVICES CENTERLINE SHOWN, OTHERWISE.

1/4" = 1'-0"